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Credits
CONCEPTION Rachid Ouramdane

MUSIC Jean-Baptiste Julien

VIDEO Jean-Camille Goimard

LIGHTING Stéphane Graillot

COSTUMES Camille Panin

STAGE MANAGER Sylvain Giraudeau

WITH 10 performers

PRODUCTION  

Chaillot - Théâtre national de la Danse

COPRODUCTION  

CCN2 - Centre chorégraphique national de Grenoble 
Bonlieu Scène nationale Annecy  
Théâtre de la Ville - Paris*  
Festival Montpellier Danse 2021  
L’Estive - Scène nationale de Foix et de l’Ariège  
Le Bateau Feu - Scène nationale de Dunkerque  
Le Carreau - Scène nationale de Forbach  
MC2: Grenoble  
Théâtre Molière - Sète, Scène nationale Archipel de Thau 
Le Théâtre, Scène nationale de Saint-Nazaire 

* with the support of Dance Reflections by Van Cleef & Arpels

THANKS

Thanks to Patricia Minder, Xavier Mermod, Guillaume Broust, Romain Cocheril

With technical support of Espace Vertical and Music Plus in Grenoble

With the support of MC93 – Maison de la Culture de Seine-Saint-Denis

DURATION 1h

PICTURES  

© Pascale Cholette
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Choreographing in the air
From time immemorial, experiencing the act of taking 
flight has had a fantastical power, the air on the skin, 
the altitude without gravity. Half way between a child’s 
dream and the utopia of escaping one’s condition 
of a human being stuck to the ground, each person 
confronted with taking flight speaks of a disquieting 
feeling which sometimes leads to thinking differently 
about what surrounds us. In Corps extrêmes, I would 
like to focalize on the fascination which is brought on 
by the notions of taking flight, of being weightless, of 
gliding… those moments when one leaves the earth 
such as several extreme sports allow as well as some 
artistic practices (acrobatics, flying trapeze…)

Account
There are numerous images in the world of art or 
the media where people are caught in a state of 
suspension. A photograph immortalizing Nijinsky’s last 
jump taken when he had already lost his wits comes to 
mind. A profoundly tragic image of a man imprisoned in 
his madness conveys a vital drive, a crazy elegance and 
a breath of freedom. I would like to make an overview 
of the mystery of taking flight and its expressive power, 
collect accounts of people who practice forms of free 
flight as well as artists who broach on this notion.

Faced with oneself
Through these aerial choreographies done by these 
adventurous and artistic athletes, the idea is to reveal 
what these unconventional individuals seek to reach 
in this quest to escape gravity. Many of them put 
themselves in life threatening situations. They search 
for answers to existential questions, a meaning of 
their lives in a society in which they don’t feel at 
home anymore. These aerial practices allow them to 
face their fear, to keep their self-control. Far from an 
impulsive or irrational act, these aerial practices are 
a way of testing their responsibility, their physical and 
emotional aptitudes. 

In those moments, fear is often less linked to the 
objectivity of the risk than to the imagination it 
generates. One of them shared this before a bungee 
jump: “Motionless at the brink of the abyss, I 
rediscovered the very symbol of life, this mixture of 
fear and confidence which goes with every decision 
making.” This way of facing danger allows them to 
better know themselves, to know how not to go too far, 
and in the end find the limit between life and death.
For them, often diving into the fear that inhabits us is 
like a swan dive.

Environment
Another dimension is added to this confrontation with 
oneself: the majestic environments in which some of 
them move. They blend in with a nature that most 
people deem inaccessible and with which they enjoy 
a strong relationship, confronting air, water or snow. 
This self-assertion within natural elements is pitted 
against the dehumanization of our cities. They offer an 
additional angle of vision, if another one was needed, 
on the ecological transformations of our environment 
which these adventurers embrace. A culture and 
common values then emerge.

Video installation
A video environment will also allow us to establish 
resonances between the location of the show and the 
landscapes in which this community of the aerial world 
moves. An abundance of images accompanies these 
performers with colossal commercial stakes where the 
image is there to sell equipment, show off brand names 
and sponsors but, quite rarely to enlighten us on who 
these people are intimately or on what their gestures 
tell us about the world. We will therefore be involved in 
a workshop on aerial filming, not to celebrate the feats 
and the virtuosity of these women and men, but to 
invent a new grammar for the camera (using drones) 
which will be dedicating to building intimate portraits 
of these individuals.

« I fall. I fall but I am not afraid. I deliver my fear  
in a scream of rage, in a solemn trumpeting. » 

ANTONIN ARTAUD

Note of intent



Biographies

Jean-Camille Goimard  
CHOREOGRAPHER / VIDEO FILMMAKER 
Born in 1987, Jean-Camille entered the Conservatoire national 
supérieur de musique et de danse in Lyon in 2006. Specialising 
in contemporary dance, he tackled the repertory of Odile 
Duboc, Michel Kelemenis, Pina Bausch, and performed in several 
productions of the choreographers Julien Monty, Yan Raballand 
and Nina Dipla. At the CNSMDL, he set out to create and develop 
his own projects. Ever since he graduated from the Conservatory 
in 2009, he has also been working for the choreographer Yan 
Raballand. In parallel, he practices sliding and grip sports like 
sailing, skiing, climbing, and road longboard. His own company 
Au Delà Du Bleu was founded in January 2012. He directs artistic 
projects which combine dance, extreme sports and video. In 2016, 
he set up ADDB production (specialising in photography, video and 
aerial images), with the photographer Guillaume Ducreux. 

Jean-Baptiste Julien COMPOSER

Musician and composer born in 1977, Jean-Baptiste works or 
has worked with Antoine Antoine Antoine, Pascal Battus, Alex 
Beaupain, Bertrand Belin, Blast, Yannick Butel, Jean-Marc Butty, 
Marylène Carre, Arnaud Churin, Thomas Ferrand, Grand Parc,  
Yves Godin, François Lanel, Fiodor Novski, Katel, Sophie Lamarche-
Damour, Frédéric Leterrier, Bernardo Montet, Antonin Ménard, 
Seijiro Murayama, newpauletteorchestra, Rachid Ouramdane,  
Palo Alto, Pink Crash, Alexandre Plank, Virginie Vaillant...

Recently arrived from the CCN2 – Centre 
chorégraphique national de Grenoble, 
which he codirected since 2016 with the 
circus artist Yoann Bourgeois, Rachid 
Ouramdane has become the director of 
Chaillot – Théâtre national de la Danse in 
April 2021.

He created complex shows, questioning 
the performance context, which he 
produced internationally. He has 
accorded a prominent place to  
danced portraits for a long time.

His work focused on the meticulous 
collecting of testimonies, in collaboration 
with documentary filmmakers and 
writers, integrating video techniques.

After several years of developing these 
testimony poetics, his work nowadays 
tends to privilege a form of abstraction.

Alongside his creative work, he fosters 
educational and exchange dynamics in 
France and abroad. 

He has been an associate artist at 
the Manège in Reims, Bonlieu – Scène 
nationale d’Annecy, T2G in Gennevilliers, 
and the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris.

He has collaborated with artists in a 
wide range of disciplines, such as: Pascal 
Rambert, Meg Stuart, Alain Buffard, 
Christian Rizzo, Fanny de Chaillé, 
Emmanuelle Huynh, Catherine Contour, 
Odile Duboc, Hervé Robbe, Julie 
Nioche, Nicolas Floch’, Mehdi Meddaci, 
Alexandre Meyer, Jean-Baptiste Julien, 
Daniel Danis, Sonia Chiambretto…

Rachid  
Ouramdane



Timeline RACHID OURAMDANE

• Les Traceurs(2020)  
creation for 1 to 10 performers 
June and July, 2020 
Annecy

• Variation(s)(2019)  
creation for 2 performers 
October 9, 10 and 11, 2019 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale - Annecy

• Möbius(2019)  
co-creation with Compagnie XY for 19 performers 
September 27, 28 and 29, 2019 
Cirque-Théâtre d’Elbeuf

• Franchir la nuit (2018)  
creation for 5 performers and masses of children 
September 20 and 21, 2018 
Biennale de la danse de Lyon

• Murmuration (2017)  
creation for the dancers of Ballet de Lorraine 
From June 29 to July 2, 2017 
Festival des Plaisirs inconnus - Nancy

• Tenir le temps (2015)  
creation for 16 performers 
July 1 and 2, 2015 
Festival Montpellier danse

• TORDRE (2014)  
creation for 2 performers 
November 5, 2014 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale - Annecy

• Tout autour (2014)  
creation for the dancers of Ballet de l’Opéra de Lyon 
February 22, 2014 
Radiant Caluire

• POLICES ! (2013)  
creation for 5 performers, a choir and a crowd 
November 14, 2013 
Festival Mettre en scène — Le Triangle, Rennes

• Sfumato (2012)  
creation for 7 performers 
September 19, 2012 
Biennale de la danse de Lyon

• Looking back (2011)  
creation for 5 performers of Candoco Dance Company 
September 14, 2011 
Manchester

• Exposition universelle (2011)  
duet for Jean-Baptiste Julien and Rachid Ouramdane 
May 12, 2011 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale – Annecy

• Borsheviks...Une histoire vraie...(2010)  
creation for the russian company Migrazia 
April 9, 2010 
Kirov (Russie)

• Des Témoins ordinaires (2009)  
creation for 5 performers 
May 28, 2009 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale - Annecy

• Loin... (2008) 
solo 
March 4, 2008 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale - Annecy

• Surface de réparation (2007)  
creation for 12 teenage athletes from Gennevilliers 
October 4, 2007 
Théâtre de Gennevilliers

• Un Garçon debout (2006)  
solo for Pascal Rambert 
October 18, 2006 
Bonlieu Scène Nationale - Annecy

• Superstars (2006)  
creation for 7 dancers of Ballet de l’Opéra de Lyon 
September 18, 2006 
Opéra National de Lyon

• Cover (2005)  
creation for 4 performers 
October 28, 2005 
Biennale de danse du Céara - Fortaleza (Brésil)

• Les Morts pudiques (2004)  
solo 
May 7, 2004  
Rencontres Chorégraphiques Internationales  
de Seine St-Denis

• Je ne (2004)  
co-creation with Daniel Danis 
October 9, 2004 
Ferme du Buisson - Scène Nationale de Marne-la-Vallée

• À l’oeil nu (2003)  
collective and evolving project

• Skull*cult (2002)  
solo co-crated with choreographer Christian Rizzo 
July 15, 2002 
Vifdu Sujet - Festival d’Avignon

• + ou – là (2002)  
creation for 6 performers 
Manège - Scène Nationale de Reims

• Face cachée (2002)  
Vocal performance for 6 performers

• Structure Multifonction (2001)  
co-creation with Christian Rizzo and Nicolas Floc’h

• De Arbitre à Zébra (2001)  
creation with wrestlers from Reims

• Au bord des métaphores (2000) 
creation at la Ménagerie de Verre - Paris

• Les absents ont toujours tort (1998)  
creation for 6 performers  
Rencontres Chorégraphiques Internationales  
de Seine St-Denis

• Des gens de passage (1997)

• 3 avenue de l’espérance (1996)  
solo co-created with Julie Nioche 
Quartz - Scène Nationale de Brest


